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On July 10, 2010, the ROSETTA spacecraft performed a ﬂyby at asteroid (21)Lutetia at a solar distance of
2.72 AU. The spacecraft–asteroid distance at closest approach was 3120 km. The magnetometers
onboard ROSETTA were operating but did not detect any conclusive signature of the asteroid.
Any magnetic ﬁeld signature which could possibly be attributed to the asteroid was below 1 nT.
Consequently an upper limit for the global magnetic properties of asteroid (21)Lutetia could be derived:
maximum dipole moment r1:0 1012 A m2, global maximum magnetization r2:1 103 A=m,
speciﬁc moment r5:9 107 A m2=kg. Draping of magnetic ﬁelds around the nucleus was sought,
but evidence for this could not be clearly identiﬁed in the data. Plasma simulations taking into account
the estimated upper limit of the magnetization and possible outgassing revealed interesting structures
very close to the asteroid. The results obtained at Lutetia are contrasted with the results of other
asteroid ﬂyby results.
& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Asteroid research reveals essential facts about the evolution of
our Solar System. The interaction of asteroids with the solar wind
and the interplanetary plasma as well as information concerning
asteroidal composition can be studied by investigating of the
magnetic ﬁeld in the vicinity of an asteroid. Different interaction
scenarios are possible. If the asteroid consists of electrically
conductive materials, a unipolar generator will be established
and a current system (Ip and Herbert, 1982) that changes the
topology of the external magnetic ﬁeld can be induced. On the other
hand, a purely magnetic interaction is possible if the asteroid
contains remanent magnetized material. Such magnetization can
be present if the parent body of the asteroid was initially
magnetized by a dynamo (Weiss et al., 2008) and its ﬁeld
was frozen in during the cooling phase. Thus, asteroids with
strong magnetic ﬁelds are believed to be fragments of larger
parent bodies. Alternatively, the asteroid might have beenll rights reserved.
l., Magnetic ﬁeld measurem
.08.009subjected to one of a range of possible alteration processes (for
example shocks, weathering or thermal inﬂuences), that, in the
course of its lifetime, changed its magnetic properties (Weiss
et al., 2010).
An opportunity to study the magnetization of an asteroid was
provided by the ﬂyby of asteroid (21)Lutetia (Barucci et al., 2007)
by the ROSETTTA spacecraft. Lutetia is one of the largest known
asteroids with a diameter of  100 km.
1.1. The ROSETTA project
The ROSETTA project (Schwehm and Schulz, 1999; Glassmeier
et al., 2007a) is a cornerstone mission of the European Space
Agency (ESA) which was launched on March 2, 2004, from Kourou
in French Guiana. Its main scientiﬁc objective is the investigation
of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko, which will be reached in
2014. In the course of its (10-year) journey through our Solar
System, magnetic measurements were made during several
swingbys of planet Earth (Glassmeier et al., 2007b; Eastwood
et al., 2011) and of Mars (Edberg et al., 2008, 2009; Boesswetter
et al., 2009) as well as during the ﬂyby of asteroid (2867)Sˇteins
(Auster et al., 2010).ents during the ROSETTA ﬂyby at asteroid (21)Lutetia. Planet.
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In this paper we report on magnetic ﬁeld measurements made
during the ﬂyby of asteroid (21)Lutetia. The closest approach (C/A)
of ROSETTA was at a distance of 3120 km from the asteroid’s
surface at 15:44:54 UTC on July 10, 2010. The relative ﬂyby
velocity was 15 km/s. ROSETTA approached the target from the
upstream side above the ecliptic plane. At the time of the
encounter (21)Lutetia was located at a distance of 2.72 AU from
the Sun and 3.05 AU from the Earth (Fig. 1). The approach proﬁle
of the ﬂyby is displayed in Fig. 2.
In this paper we provide (Section 2) an account of the
instruments used to obtain the magnetic measurements.
An analysis of these measurements is contained in Section 3,
where it is shown that, in addition to sensor effects which require
correction, the magnetic ﬁeld data are contaminated by spacecraft
magnetic ﬁelds. These latter effects can be removed through
calibration of the data, application of a long-term temperature
model for the offset correction, and elimination of disturbances
caused by ROSETTA’s reaction wheels (RW). Further, the inter-
ference by several Lander instruments was identiﬁed.
Comparison of the data measured by the three onboard
sensors ROMAP, RPC-MAG/OB and RPC-MAG/IB reveals (Section
4) upper limits for the magnetic properties of asteroid (21)Lutetia.X
Y
Z
Sun
Earth
Mars
LUTETIA
ROSETTA
Fig. 1. The celestial situation at the ﬂyby time of ROSETTA on July 10, 2010. Orbits
are displayed in ECLIPJ2000 coordinates. Here x points from the Sun to the vernal
equinox, y is in the ecliptic plane pointing against the orbital motion of the Earth
and z completes the right-handed coordinate system.
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Fig. 2. Proﬁle of the ROSETTA—Lutetia ﬂyby distance during the encounter.
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Space Sci. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.pss.2011.08.009Also, using the calibrated data, the signature of asteroid (21)Lute-
tia was investigated in both the time and frequency domains.
Magnetic ﬁeld draping effects measured at asteroid
(951)Gaspra (Kivelson et al., 1993) are contrasted with ROSETTA
measurements in Section 5 and various theoretically possible
interaction scenarios are discussed in deriving upper limits for the
magnetic properties of asteroid (21)Lutetia.
In Section 6, plasma simulations of structures close to Lutetia
(taking into account possible outgassing and magnetization) are
described. These would not have been seen at the C/A distance of
3120 km. In Section 7 the ﬂyby results are compared with data
obtained during other asteroid encounters. Section 8 presents a
general summary and conclusions.2. The magnetometers
The ROSETTA spacecraft is equipped with two independent
magnetometer systems: namely the ROSETTA Lander magnet-
ometer ROMAP (Auster et al., 2007) and the orbiter magnet-
ometer RPC-MAG (Glassmeier et al., 2007b), the latter of which is
part of the ROSETTA plasma consortium RPC (Carr et al., 2007).
Both instruments (which were developed at the Institute for
Geophysics and Extraterrestrial Physics in Braunschweig) are
3-axis ﬂuxgate magnetometers (FGM) with a resolution of
0.03 nT. RPC-MAG can operate within the measurement range
of 716 000 nT, and over a wide temperature range of 150 1C to
þ150 1C. In the normal operating mode the instrument is run at a
1 Hz sampling rate. In burst mode the vectors are sampled at
20 Hz. A prototype of the RPC-MAG instrument has already been
ﬂown successfully onboard NASA’s DEEP SPACE 1 mission where
it detected the magnetic signature of asteroid (9969)Braille
(Richter et al., 2001) and characterized the magnetic properties
of comet 19P/Borrelly (Richter et al., 2011).
The two RPC orbiter FGMs (inboard: IB, outboard: OB) are
located outside the spacecraft on a deployed, 1.55 m-long boom.
The separation distance between the sensors is 15 cm. The Lander
magnetometer ROMAP is located on a stowed boom inside the
Lander PHILAE (this boom will be deployed at the target comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko).
During the asteroid (21)Lutetia ﬂyby, the magnetometers were
switched on from July 7, to July 13, 2010.3. Data processing
3.1. Standard calibration
As a ﬁrst step in data processing, the raw data obtained are
adjusted using the results of previous ground calibrations, namely
by the application of the temperature-dependent sensitivity and
misalignment matrices. The temperature dependence of the
sensor offsets was eliminated through the utilization of a third-
order-polynomial temperature model. This latter model was
developed using magnetic ﬁeld measurements made during quiet
phases over a 6 years period of cruise. The temperature depen-
dencies in the range of 150 1C to þ50 1C were speciﬁed
individually for each single sensor component. The obtained
calibrated data are rotated into s/c-coordinates to establish a
common coordinate system.
3.2. Disturbance analysis
Fig. 3 exhibits calibrated data of the RPC-MAG/OB, the RPC-
MAG/IB and the ROMAP magnetometer for July 10, 2010 in
spacecraft-coordinates. Closest approach occurred at 15:44:54ents during the ROSETTA ﬂyby at asteroid (21)Lutetia. Planet.
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Fig. 3. This ﬁgure shows the magnetic ﬁeld magnitude measured by the RPC-
MAG/OB, the RPC-MAG/IB and the ROMAP magnetometer. The data of an 8 h
interval around C/A are displayed in spacecraft-coordinates. Disturbances pro-
duced by the PTOLEMY (red) and COSAC (blue) instruments are marked. Note the
10 times larger scale of the ROMAP data.
Fig. 4. The dynamic spectrum of the magnetic ﬁeld during the asteroid (21)Lutetia
ﬂyby measured by RPC-MAG. The plot shows the three components of the power
spectral density versus time. Details of the visible spectral lines are discussed in
the main text.
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the spacecraft/Lander, the FGM observations are strongly inﬂu-
enced by various disturbances produced by other payload
instruments and by spacecraft-subsystems. Thus, the most pro-
minent feature of the shown time series is not an asteroid
signature but the disturbances produced by the Lander instru-
ments PTOLEMY (Wright et al., 2007) and COSAC (Goesmann
et al., 2007).
The different strengths of the disturbances seen on ROMAP
and RPC-MAG are worth mentioning. If PTOLEMY is powered on
or off a magnetic ﬁeld jump of about 600 nT is seen on ROMAP,
whereas the response on RPC-MAG is only  4 nT due to its
greater distance from the disturbance source. If PTOLEMY is
operating in its so called sniff-mode, RPC-MAG is disturbed in
the order of 1 nT. The COSAC instrument was found to interfere,
generating signatures of about 600 nT at the location of ROMAP
and about 4 nT at RPC-MAG. PTOLEMY and COSAC were not
operating continuously around C/A and therefore, the quality of
the magnetic ﬁeld measurements obtained at that speciﬁc time
was not degraded by the above mentioned instruments.
Comparison of the RPC-MAG/OB and IB data shows also that
the spacecraft-noise registered by the latter sensor is about three
times higher than the noise measured by the OB sensor. This
behavior is explained by the different mounting positions of the
different sensors with respect to the spacecraft-body. Although
their separation is only 15 cm the inﬂuence of the spacecraft on
the OB sensor was signiﬁcantly less.Please cite this article as: Richter, I., et al., Magnetic ﬁeld measurem
Space Sci. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.pss.2011.08.009Further disturbances are revealed on transforming the mea-
sured data into the frequency domain. Fig. 4 shows the dynamic
spectrum of the magnetic power spectral density (color coded)
measured by the OB sensor in a 2 hour interval around C/A
(abscissa). As the data were sampled at 20 vectors per second, a
spectrum can be calculated up to the Nyquist frequency of 10 Hz
(ordinate). The horizontal lines at about 3.2 Hz were caused by
interference from the RPC-LAP instrument (Eriksson et al., 2007).
The funnel shaped signature centered around C/A was generated
by ROSETTAs rotating reaction wheels (RW). These four wheels
were spinning with varying, different frequencies to maintain a
controllable spacecraft attitude. Therefore, a wide frequency band
was observed around C/A as the spacecraft had to stay nadir-
pointed during the close ﬂyby. The original RW frequencies were
well above the Nyquist frequency of MAG sampling but appeared
as aliased frequencies. Both the RPC-LAP disturbance and the RW
impact can be automatically eliminated using calibration
software.3.3. The asteroid ﬂyby rehearsal
On March 14/15, 2010, a Lutetia ﬂyby rehearsal was executed
to test and validate the procedures for the real ﬂyby in July, 2010.
Some payload instruments (including the magnetometers) were
switched on during this campaign to realize the chance to obtain
a reference measurement in the absence of a real asteroid. With
the knowledge provided by these reference data it is possible to
more correctly interpret the ﬂyby data.
An increased level of spectral activity level was observed exactly
at C/A in the low frequency band up to  400 mHz (Fig. 4). It is
tempting to interpret this pattern as an asteroid-related signature.ents during the ROSETTA ﬂyby at asteroid (21)Lutetia. Planet.
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shown here), so that the source must have been located aboard the
spacecraft and not at asteroid (21)Lutetia.
3.4. The HAFv.2 model of the interplanetary ﬁeld
For a proper determination of the magnetic ﬁeld DC-level the
knowledge of the actual interplanetary ﬁeld (IMF) is helpful.
There was no possibility to use the IMF data measured by,
e.g., WIND or ACE, as these spacecrafts were not located at a
conjugated ﬁeld line with respect to the position of ROSETTA at
asteroid (21)Lutetia. Therefore, we draw upon the Hakamada-
Akasofu-Fry-version 2 (HAFv.2) model, which provides predic-
tions of solar wind and magnetic ﬁeld parameters under both
‘‘quiet’’ and ‘‘event driven’’ conditions out to several AU in the
heliosphere (Fry et al., 2003; McKenna-Lawlor et al., 2008).
This kinematic model ingests radial solar wind speed and
radial IMF at 5Rs (solar radii). For July 10, 2010, this information
was obtained from SCSS (source current surface sheet) maps
available from the NOAA Space Weather Prediction Centre using
a procedure developed by Wang and Sheely (1990) and extended
by Arge and Pizzo (2000), which is known by the acronym WSA
(Wang-Sheely-Arge). The WSA algorithm uses daily magneto-
grams from Mount Wilson Solar Observatory on a 51 51 grid
in heliolatitude and heliolongitude to provide radial values of the
solar wind speed and ﬁeld strength at 5Rs (the inner boundary of
the model). These values are input to the HAFv.2 code, modeling
the non-uniform, time-dependent, solar wind conditions that
ﬂow outward through the heliosphere from 5Rs, initialized by
the (daily) synoptic line of sight magnetograms.
On the occasion of the Lutetia encounter, the model indicates
that ROSETTA was located in an ‘away sector’ (IMF lines directed
outward from the Sun) under what (within the time resolution of
the WSA) were quiet solar wind conditions.
3.5. Determining the absolute DC level of the external magnetic ﬁeld
The next step in processing the raw data involves determining
the absolute DC level of the external magnetic ﬁeld.
It is worthwhile to point out that it was not the sensor offsets
of the magnetometers but rather the changing spacecraft-residual
ﬁelds—due to high payload and spacecraft-activity, that gave rise
to difﬁculties in adjusting the zero level correctly. The sensor
offsets were already known within the range up to 1 nT from the
ground calibration and by application of the, already mentioned,
long term temperature model.
The absolute magnetic ﬁeld value cannot be determined
directly as the in-ﬂight calibration technique for spinning satel-
lites (e.g. Anderson et al., 2001) is not applicable for ROSETTA.
Also, the standard calibration method in the solar wind
(Hedgecock, 1975; Leinweber et al., 2008) cannot be utilized
due to the mentioned disturbances.
One reasonable way to estimate the DC-level is to assume a
Parker-type solar wind magnetic ﬁeld in the assigned region.
Then to set the mean residual ﬁeld components measured by the
sensors in a quiet period before the encounter to the theoretically
expected values of the Parker ﬁeld at that location at that time.
The Parker ﬁeld can be calculated by means of the spatial Parker
ﬁeld decay law (e.g. Musmann et al., 1977). This approach is
reasonable under quiet conditions, as forecasted by the above
presented HAFv2.0 model.
For the avoidance of these general models, however, we ﬁnally
adjusted the data just to zero at the start of the measurements
and ﬁne tuned the offsets using the rotation angles of the space-
craft ﬂip which occurred in the time interval C/A715 min. The
spacecraft y-axis was kept stable in space, whereas the anglePlease cite this article as: Richter, I., et al., Magnetic ﬁeld measurem
Space Sci. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.pss.2011.08.009between the spacecraft x-axis an the Sun-direction changed by
 7901. Also the angle between the spacecraft z-axis and the
Sun-direction changed by  1601. This was deﬁnitely not a full
rotation around three axes but could nevertheless be used to
minimize the effect of incorrect zero-levels which would emerge
during the transition from spacecraft-coordinates to a ﬁxed
celestial coordinate system.
The remaining small uncertainties in the magnetic ﬁeld
zero level (originating either from spacecraft-generated distur-
bances or from sensor offsets) do not affect our ﬁnal conclusions,
as we are only interested in relative changes caused by the
asteroid.
3.6. The CSEQ coordinate system
In the last analysis step the data are averaged to 1 s means
and, taking into account the spacecraft-attitude information
(provided by SPICE kernels, Acton, 1996), the magnetic ﬁeld data
are available in asteroid centered solar equatorial coordinates
(CSEQ), where x points towards the Sun, z is the component of the
rotation axis of the Sun which is perpendicular to x, and y
completes the right-handed system (y is parallel to the Sun’s
equatorial plane). This coordinate system is the one chosen for the
ongoing analysis, because the x-axis as the asteroid-Sun line is the
major symmetry axis and the Sun equatorial plane is the major
symmetry plane for the solar wind.
Using the above described spacecraft rotations an average solar
wind magnetic ﬁeld during the ﬂyby of B
ext
 ½0, 1:4,1:1 nT
(CESQ) was calculated. Its magnitude of 1.8 nT is close to the mean
theoretical Parker ﬁeld value of 1.9 nT at this location.4. The magnetic signature of asteroid (21)Lutetia
Fig. 5 displays 1 s means of the magnetic ﬁeld components and
the total magnitudes measured by all three instruments in CSEQ-
coordinates. The time interval shown covers 715 min around C/A
at 15:44:54 UT. The RPC-MAG/OB (red) and RPC-MAG/IB (green)
data are scaled to a span of 3 nT (left scale). The ROMAP data
(blue) are displayed on a 10 times broader scale (right scale;
30 nT span).
The data of both the RPC-MAG sensors appear similar and
show variations of less than 2 nT within the exhibited time
interval. Both time series match reasonably (which reﬂects a
proper calibration performance). The spacecraft-noise measured
by the IB sensor is about 2–3 times higher than that of the OB,
because the IB sensor is mounted 15 cm closer to the spacecraft-
body with all its disturbance sources.
The ROMAP data show much larger variations and also a
different long term behavior in the considered time interval.
These different behaviors provide a further strong indication of
the presence of spacecraft-generated disturbances.
A detailed inspection of the RPC-MAG/OB components reveals
sharp ﬁeld changes of about 0.5 nT at  C=A1 min and an
increased level of ﬂuctuations until  C=Aþ2 min. The RPC-
MAG/IB data show, in principal, similar behavior, but the signa-
ture is overlaid by increased noise.
The above feature, however, looks promising and might
possibly be attributed to the inﬂuence of asteroid (21)Lutetia.
To test this hypothesis, the complementary ROMAP data were
inspected. The latter data show, in addition to various distur-
bances caused by different switched sources on the spacecraft, a
similar jump at the considered time. However, the peak-to-peak
jump height measured by ROMAP is  7 nT, and this jump seems
to be the consequence of an event (an unknown, spacecraft-
related phenomenon) that happened half a minute before.ents during the ROSETTA ﬂyby at asteroid (21)Lutetia. Planet.
Magnetic field data: ROSETTA @ (21)
Lutetia, CSEQ-Coordinates
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unambiguously that this effect was caused by the spacecraft and
not by the asteroid (because the inﬂuence of an external ﬁeld
source would appear the same at all sensors (far ﬁeld), whereas
sources located on the spacecraft generate different signatures at
different distances).
Besides the comparison with ROMAP data the Lutetia ﬂyby
rehearsal data set, already mentioned above but not shown, were
closely investigated. These rehearsal data also exhibited an
increased turbulence level for 3 min, starting at the simulated
C/A-1 min. Although there is a data gap of 30 s in the rehearsal
data directly at the simulated C/A, these reference data are
valuable for making a proper assessment of the real ﬂyby data
and provide a second proof that no magnetic signature caused by
asteroid (21)Lutetia was detected.
Possibly there is a hidden structure (much less than 1 nT) in
the ﬂyby data caused by the asteroid but if so this is masked by
spacecraft-ﬁelds and cannot be isolated. Therefore,  1 nT pro-
vides an upper limit for detecting the inﬂuence of asteroid
(21)Lutetia at the C/A distance of 3120 km.
For future analysis the knowledge of relevant plasma para-
meters is desirable. Although ROSETTA is itself equipped with a
full plasma package (RPC), auxiliary data are not available for the
ﬂyby. RPC-ICA (Nilsson et al., 2007) suffered a switch off due to
thermal reasons; the ﬁeld of view of RPC-IES (Burch et al., 2007)
pointed in an unfavorable direction; RPC-MIP (Trotignon et al.,
2007) is not designed for low activities at asteroids, and RPC-LAP
(Eriksson et al., 2007) did not detect an asteroidal signature.15:30 15:35 15:40 15:45 15:50 15:55 16:00
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Fig. 5. This ﬁgure shows the magnetic ﬁeld time series of the OB (red), IB (green),
and ROMAP (blue) magnetometers measured during a 30 min interval around
C/A (vertical line) in CSEQ-coordinates (x is pointing from the asteroid to the
Sun, z is the component of the rotation axis of the Sun which is perpendicular
to x, and y completes the right-handed system). Note the different scales for
OB,IB (left side) and ROMAP (right side). The ROMAP-scale is 10 times that of the
RPC-scale.
1 This assumption is made although the disturbance is obviously changing
with time. For the short interval of interest, the frequent changes in the
disturbances are neglected since, for the draping angle error assessment, only
the coarse trend of the disturbance is signiﬁcant.5. Investigation of magnetic ﬁeld draping
In what follows, the pertaining magnetic ﬁeld directionality is
examined to investigate the possibility of ﬁeld draping around
asteroid (21)Lutetia. These data are compared with the ﬁeld
draping observed during the Galileo ﬂyby of asteroid (951)Gaspra
in 1991. The latter ﬂyby data (Kivelson et al., 1995) are shown in
Fig. 6. In the upper panel the ﬂyby trajectory and the projection of
the magnetic ﬁeld in the xy-plane are displayed in CSEQ-coordi-
nates. Inbound and outbound the magnetic ﬁeld direction is
similar, whereas in an interval of about 4 min around C/A at
about 22:36:40 the ﬁeld signiﬁcantly turned due to an interaction
with the asteroid. Kivelson et al. (1993) interpreted this signature
to represent a disturbed ﬁeld inside the asteroidal magneto-
sphere. The draping angle is shown in the second panel. It can
clearly be seen that the crossing of the assumed magnetospheric
boundaries caused the angle to change by  401 relative to the
undisturbed solar wind direction. The theoretically expected
angle of the Parker spiral at the location of Gaspra (at 2.2AU
distance from the Sun) is indicated by a green line.
In ROSETTA/Lutetia data displayed in Fig. 7, the upper panel
shows the ﬂyby trajectory in the xy-plane. The projected magnetic
ﬁeld direction in the xy-plane, calculated from the RPC-MAG/OB
data, is plotted along the trajectory. These data look similar
during both the inbound and outbound phases. About 5 min
before C/A, however, the ﬁeld starts to rotate uniformly until
about C/Aþ2 min when the projected angle jumped back
abruptly. To provide a more quantitative analysis the angle
between the magnetic ﬁeld and the asteroid-Sun direction is
plotted (black curve in the bottom panel). The temporal behavior
is characterized by a steady increase in the draping angle until
about C/A-1 min, starting at  501. Then the values decrease
smoothly to  851 in the outbound leg. Although small variations
in the angle can be seen, the behavior is completely different to
what was found in the case of Gaspra, where the angle jumped
back and forth by about 401. The theoretical expected angle of thePlease cite this article as: Richter, I., et al., Magnetic ﬁeld measurem
Space Sci. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.pss.2011.08.009Parker spiral (701 at 2.72 AU from the Sun) is indicated by a green
line. At both Lutetia and Gaspra the observed magnetic ﬁeld
angles were, during most of the time, greater than the
Parker angle.
To investigate the draping angle, the uncertainties in
the absolute value of the ﬁeld components have to be considered
and the error in the calculated angles taken into account.
The measured ﬁeld can be expressed as the sum of the time
dependent external interplanetary ﬁeld BextðtÞ and a ﬁxed but
unknown disturbance ﬁeld Berr (spacecraft-residual ﬁeld and sensor
offset).1 The complete ﬁeld is then given by BiðtÞ ¼ Bext,iðtÞþBerr,i
with i¼{x,y,z}. The required magnetic ﬁeld draping angle a can then
be calculated as aðtÞ ¼ arctan ðByðtÞ=BxðtÞÞ. The error in this angle,
caused by uncertainty in the sensor offset and in the spacecraft ﬁeld,
is estimated as Da¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð@a=@Berr,x DBerr,xÞ2þð@a=@Berr,y  DBerr,yÞ2
q
.
Under the assumption of offset/disturbing ﬁeld errors of the
maximum DBerr ¼ 0:5 nT, the error in the draping angle isents during the ROSETTA ﬂyby at asteroid (21)Lutetia. Planet.
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Fig. 7. Magnetic ﬁeld draping at asteroid (21)Lutetia measured during the
ROSETTA ﬂyby. The upper panel shows the xy-plane projection of the magnetic
ﬁeld along the ROSETTA-trajectory in Lutetia-centered-solar-equatorial (CSEQ)-
coordinates. The second graph exhibits the projected angle (black) of the magnetic
ﬁeld. The blue line (right scale!) shows an estimate of the expected error in the
angle. The theoretical Parker angle is shown as green line. Details are discussed in
the text.
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Fig. 6. Magnetic ﬁeld draping at asteroid (951)Gaspra measured during
the Galileo ﬂyby in 1991. The upper panel shows the xy-plane projection of
the magnetic ﬁeld along the Galileo-trajectory in Gaspra-centered-solar-
equatorial-coordinates. The second graph exhibits the projected angle of the
magnetic ﬁeld.
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errors during the inbound and outbound phases are relatively
constant at  251. Near C/A, however, the error increases to
values of  401. A more conservative assumption for
DBerr ¼ 1 nT would cause an angle error of  401 in the far
approach phases and  701 near C/A. The errors are as high as
the disturbance level and the offsets are of the order of the
measured ﬁeld. Taking all these estimates into account, we
conclude that the possible existence of very faint draping aroundPlease cite this article as: Richter, I., et al., Magnetic ﬁeld measurem
Space Sci. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.pss.2011.08.009asteroid (21)Lutetia, which is much less pronounced than at
asteroid (951)Gaspra, cannot be unambiguously demonstrated.
Due to the large ﬂyby distance, involved, extensive spacecraft
disturbances and the very small solar wind/asteroid signal, the
draping angle uncertainties are so large that a deﬁnite statement
cannot be made.6. Theoretical considerations
In this section a theoretical analysis is presented to throw light
on the measured results. Different scenarios are considered in
order to provide a quantitative assessment of potentially obser-
vable signatures, acquired under different model circumstances.
6.1. Description of Lutetia as a magnetic dipole
Assumption: Asteroid (21)Lutetia can be described by a simple
dipole characterized by r3 decay
Bc=aðrbody,rc=aÞ ¼ m0
M
3
rbody
rc=a
 3
with magnetization M 100 A m2, which is of the order of the
global magnetization of asteroid (9969)Braille (Richter et al.,
2001) and of (951)Gaspra (Kivelson et al., 1993). Under this
premise an asteroid with radius rbody ¼ 50 km would cause only
a ﬁeld change of the order of Bc=a ¼ 0:2 nT at a ﬂyby distance of
rc=a ¼ 3000 km.
Already from this coarse estimate it is clearly evident that,
even under the assumption of relatively large magnetization, the
direct detection of any dipole is unlikely in the noisy environment
of ROSETTA.
6.2. Application of Greenstadt’s constraints to Lutetia
As a second scenario we suppose the asteroid to act as an
obstacle for the streaming solar wind plasma, thereby building up
a mini-magnetosphere. This can be achieved if the body is
sufﬁciently magnetized or electrically conductive. Three quanti-
tative constraints for the existence of such a magnetosphere were
formulated by Greenstadt (1971). The application of his formulae
to asteroid (21)Lutetia led (1) to a minimum required surface ﬁeld
Bs¼31 nT for balancing the solar wind pressure at the stopping
distance (2) of rs¼3.1 km. The used stopping distance rs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
RpRe
p
,
which is deﬁned as a mean of proton and electron gyro radii, is
the least distance from the body at which the stopping ﬁeld Bs can
inhibit the solar wind protons from hitting the surface.
To guarantee the lateral stability of the asteroid structure and
get rid of edge effects, the third condition (3) must be met: i.e. the
radius of curvature of the ﬁeld of the asteroid must exceed the
proton gyro radius Rp in the stopping ﬁeld Bs. This requires a
stopping ﬁeld greater than  5200 nT corresponding to a mini-
mum dipole moment of 31015 A m2, with a minimum magne-
tization of 6.2 A/m and a minimum speciﬁc moment of
1.8103 A m2/kg. The subsolar distance of the magnetopause
in this model would be rmp  270 km with a derived minimal
magnetospheric diameter of  810 km incorporating a ﬂaring
factor of 1.5 (Wallis, 1986). This implies that even if a magneto-
sphere were present, its existence would not have been detected
by ROSETTA as the ﬂyby distance was about four times too large.
6.3. Comparison between Lutetia and lunar measurements
Measurements at the Moon were used for comparison with
those at Lutetia. Ness (1971) quoted an upper limit for the lunar
magnetic moment in the order of 1016 A m2 or less. A lunar bowents during the ROSETTA ﬂyby at asteroid (21)Lutetia. Planet.
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wind perturbations in the wake of the Moon were observed.
Similar structures were not detected at Lutetia as the space-
craft trajectory did not cross the umbra while also the dipole
moment seems to be much lower than the lunar moment (see
below).
6.4. Prediction of standing whistler waves
Linear 3D-simulations of a magnetized asteroid (Baumga¨rtel
et al., 1997) revealed that an asteroid with a magnetic moment of
Z1012 A m2 can generate observable magnetic ﬂuctuations
(dB=BZ0:1) at a distance of  1000 km. These disturbances
should be visible as a pattern of standing whistler waves but
could not be detected during the Lutetia ﬂyby, leading to the
conclusion that the dipole moment of this asteroid must be less
than 1012 A m2.
6.5. Excursus: Runcorn’s sphere
A general remark regarding asteroidal magnetization has to be
made at this point. Runcorn (1975a,b) showed impressively that
an ideal sphere with an internally generated magnetic ﬁeld (of any
topology) yields a magnetization in the spherical shell that does
not produce any magnetic ﬁeld at the exterior of this body.
If therefore, at any time in the past an internal source
(e.g. a dynamo) caused a magnetization inside the asteroid, this
magnetization could remain after the internal source vanished—
but a magnetic ﬁeld outside the body would not exist. However,
the absence of a magnetic signature measured during a ﬂyby does
not necessarily prove that a celestial body is not magnetized.
6.6. Hybrid simulation of an asteroid with outgassing and
magnetization
Measurements with ROSETTAs Spectrometer for Ion and Neutral
Analysis – ROSINA – (Balsiger et al., 2007) revealed an upper limit
for Lutetia’s water production rate. Altwegg et al. (this issue)
calculated the water density at the surface of the asteroid by
application of an exospheric model to the measured water density.
Taking into account a simpliﬁed temperature model and consider-
ing exospheric losses by Jeans escape and photo ionization an upper
limit for the outgassing rate of the order of QH2O  3:2 1025 s1
could ﬁnally be estimated. This limit is remarkably high and
matches a weak comet better than an asteroid.
To investigate the inﬂuence of asteroid outgassing combined
with its magnetic moment on the plasma environment, we
performed a 3D hybrid simulation using the simulation code
A.I.K.E.F. (Adaptive Ion-Kinetic Electron-Fluid). For a detailed
description of this code see Mu¨ller et al. (2011). A former version
of the code was used by Bagdonat and Motschmann (2002) to
examine the interaction of a weak comet with the solar wind. Also
applying the same code, Simon et al. (2006) investigated the
interaction between the solar wind and an asteroid with strong
magnetization but without outgassing. The A.I.K.E.F code is based
on a hybrid model which describes the ions as kinetic particles
and the electrons as a massless ﬂuid.
However, the electric and magnetic ﬁelds are calculated at the
nodes of an hierarchal mesh. The highest resolution of  16 km
per gridcell can be found around the asteroid deemed to be placed
in the middle of the box. We modeled this asteroid as a sphere
with a radius of 50 km.
Every ion that enters the sphere is deleted. The electrical
conductivity of the asteroid is set at 105 S/m and the inferred
magnetic moment of 1012 A m2 is used to represent a dipole
magnetic ﬁeld oriented in the z-direction. The outgassing isPlease cite this article as: Richter, I., et al., Magnetic ﬁeld measurem
Space Sci. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.pss.2011.08.009assumed to be like that of a weak comet and the density growth
rate of the water ions produced is given by @nhiðrÞ=@t¼
nQ=ð4pugr2Þexpðnr=ugÞ, where r is the radial distance to the
center of the asteroid, ug¼1 km/s is the radial neutral velocity and
Q is the gas production rate. We used the measured value from
Altwegg et al. (this issue) with Q¼3.21025 s1. At 2.7 AU the
photoionization frequency is about n¼ 1:3 107 s1 (Hansen
et al., 2007).
The box has a length of 6000 km in every direction. The
undisturbed solar wind moves parallel to the x-axis with a
velocity of 400 km/s. We used a solar wind background density
of n0¼1.4 cm3. The magnetic ﬁeld has a magnitude of 1.8 nT, it
is in the xy-plane and the angle between the solar wind velocity
and the magnetic ﬁeld is 701, which matches the Parker angle at
this heliocentric distance.
The results of the hybrid simulations are shown in Fig. 8. It is
known from weak comets (see Bagdonat and Motschmann, 2002)
that the water ions are picked up by the solar wind. This leads to
cycloidal motion of the water ions and the development of a tail.
The beginning of this water ion tail can be seen in Fig. 8(d), which
displays the water ion density. Another signature of this tail can
be found in the magnetic ﬁeld strength in Fig. 8(a).
Another feature in the plasma environment of the simulated
asteroid, characterized by the upper limits applied for the out-
gassing rate and the magnetic moment, is the Mach cone. This
structure can be seen in the magnetic ﬁeld (a) and in the solar
wind density nsw (c). It consists of two wings behind the obstacle.
One of them shows an enhancement in both the solar wind
density and the magnetic ﬁeld strength. The other a depression in
density and in the magnetic ﬁeld. This Mach cone is formed due
to the deﬂection of the incoming ﬂow. It is also known from the
interaction of weak comets with the solar wind (Bagdonat and
Motschmann, 2002) and it can be found as well in the MHD
simulation of the asteroid Gaspra performed by Baumga¨rtel et al.
(1994). Fig. 8(b) depicts the draping of the magnetic ﬁeld around
the obstacle. It can in addition be seen in this ﬁgure that the
asteroid triggers a standing wave. This wave is similar to the
simulation results presented by Baumga¨rtel et al. (1997). Hence
we assume that this is a whistler wave triggered by the magnetic
moment of the asteroid.
The simulation predicts that at a distance of 3000 km from the
asteroid the magnetic ﬁeld is nearly undisturbed. The magnetic
ﬁeld is only enhanced in the region of the water ion tail. It has a
maximum strength of 2.2 nT at this distance.
6.7. Results
We did not observe any wave structures in the magnetic ﬁeld
data measured during the ﬂyby. From this and the presented
theoretical considerations we infer that the upper limit of the
magnetic moment of asteroid (21)Lutetia must be 1012 A m2.
Despite the remarkably high outgassing (Altwegg et al., this
issue) measured by the ROSINA instrument and the resulting
structures in the plasma environment, we did not detect any
signature in the magnetic ﬁeld, because the interesting region is
much closer to the asteroid than the actual minimum ﬂyby distance
of ROSETTA at asteroid (21)Lutetia. Therefore, the lack of a speciﬁc
signature in the ﬂyby data is not surprising. Furthermore the
magnetic measurements neither conﬁrm nor contradict the possible
outgassing of water at asteroid (21)Lutetia.7. Comparison with other asteroids
Here we contrast the results obtained at asteroid (21)Lutetia
with the characteristics of various other asteroids visited byents during the ROSETTA ﬂyby at asteroid (21)Lutetia. Planet.
Table 1
Selection of relevant asteroidal parameters for the assessment of magnetic properties.
Asteroid (21)Lutetia (433)Eros (951)Gaspra (2867)Sˇteins (9969)Braille
Equivalent radius (km) 49 9 8 3 0.8
Dimension (km) 13210193 331313 18.210.49.4 6.75.84.5 2,211
Volume (km3) 500 000 2500 2145 113 2
Density (kg/m3) 3400 2650 3900 3200 3900
Material Carb. Chon., Metal Chondrites Metal, Oliv., Pyrox. Enstatite Pyroxene, Olivine
Spectral class Xc-type S-type S-type E-type Q-type
Mass (kg) 1.701018 6.631015 8.361015 3.621014 7.751012
Encounter ROSETTA 10.7.2010 NEAR: 12.2.2001 Galileo: 29.10.1991 ROSETTA: 5.9.2008 DS1: 29.07.1999
Solar distance (AU) 2.72 1.75 2.2 2.14 1.32
Encounter distance R (km) 3120 Landing 1600 800 28
Magnetic ﬁeld (nT) @ R o1 o5 DRAPING o1 2
Max. dipole moment (A m2) 1.01012 1.31010 2.01014 1.01012 2.21011
Max. magnetization (A/m) 2.0103 5.0103 93 9 110
Spec. moment (A m2/kg) 5.9107 1.9106 2.4102 2.8103 2.8102
Fig. 8. Hybrid simulation results. The ﬁgures (a) and (b) display the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld B in the (y¼0) and the (z¼0) planes respectively. (c) shows the solar
wind density nsw and (d) the density of the water ions nhi in the (y¼0) plane. In addition, (b) exhibits the ﬁeld lines of the magnetic ﬁeld (black) in the (z¼0) plane but
shows only the inner part of the interaction region. In all ﬁgures, the asteroid is placed at the center of the simulation box and the solar wind moves from left to right. The
ROSETTA ﬂyby trajectory is roughly located in the xy-plane (upstream, in the þy direction) but cannot be displayed due to the large ﬂyby distance. A Mach cone structure
behind the asteroid can be observed in (a) and (c) whereas draping of the magnetic ﬁeld can be seen in (b). Also, (b) shows a wave signature similar to a whistler wave.
(d) displays the beginning of the pick up tail, the magnetic signature of which can be seen in (a).
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meters in terms of magnetic investigations is given in Table 1.
The values found during previous encounters were compiled
using the data and results listed, inter alia, in Weiss et al.
(this issue), Acun˜a et al. (2002), Kivelson et al. (1993), Auster
et al. (2010), Accomazzo et al. (2010), and Richter et al. (2001).
The table is ordered by the size of the celestial bodies. With its
 49 km radius (21)Lutetia is by far the biggest asteroid, whereas
(9969)Braille with its 0.8 km radius constitutes a tiny example.
The density of all bodies varies in the range of 2650–3900 kg/m3,Please cite this article as: Richter, I., et al., Magnetic ﬁeld measurem
Space Sci. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.pss.2011.08.009while (433)Eros is the most porous of these bodies. The related
masses of the asteroids decrease by about six orders of magnitude
from (21)Lutetia to (9969)Braille. The characterization of
the magnetic properties is given by the upper limit of the
global magnetization. The lowest values were derived from
the ROSETTA ﬂyby of asteroid (21)Lutetia and the landing of
the NEAR spacecraft on asteroid (433)Eros. Both values are of the
order of 103 A/m. On the other hand the largest values of
 100 A=m (i.e. about ﬁve orders of magnitude higher than the
values previously mentioned) were determined during theents during the ROSETTA ﬂyby at asteroid (21)Lutetia. Planet.
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encounter with asteroid (9969)Braille. The ROSETTA ﬂyby at
asteroid (2867)Sˇteins constrained medium global magnetization
to a value of  10 A=m.
Magnetic characterization was derived in different ways at
different asteroids. In the case of asteroid (9969)Braille, Richter
et al. (2001) made a direct measurement of the magnetic ﬁeld
(2 nT at a 28 km C/A distance) which was ﬁtted by a centered
dipole. At asteroid (433)Eros the NEAR spacecraft not only
performed a ﬂyby but also a landing and accordingly Acun˜a
et al. (2002) made a direct magnetic ﬁeld measurement that
provided an absolute value of less than 5 nT (including uncertain-
ties) at the landing site. In contrast to these activities Kivelson
et al. (1993) measured ﬁeld draping at asteroid (451)Gaspra and
derived the magnetic dipole moment from the required standoff
distance for the assumed magnetosphere (Baumga¨rtel et al.,
1994). However, Blanco-Cano et al. (2003) suggested, based on
their own simulations, that the observed draping might have been
also due to the effect of a rotating solar wind structure rather than
due to the asteroid. During the ﬂybys at asteroids (2867)Sˇteins
and (21)Lutetia the ROSETTA magnetometers did not detect any
evidence of draping nor did they measure a prominent signature
of more than 1 nT. Thus the upper limits for the magnetic
properties of these asteroids have been estimated using the
theoretical considerations of Baumga¨rtel et al. (1997) and Simon
et al. (2006).8. Summary and conclusions
At the conclusion of the present investigations, it can be stated
that despite of the magnetic interference generated by the
ROSETTA spacecraft, interesting magnetic ﬁeld features at aster-
oid (21)Lutetia were identiﬁed. From the magnetic point of view a
much closer ﬂyby at asteroid (21)Lutetia would have been
preferable but this was not feasible due to reasons of spacecraft
safety and camera ﬁeld-of-view constraints.
All three magnetometer sensors onboard ROSETTA were operat-
ing during the ﬂyby and they obtained high resolution time series
of magnetic ﬁeld data. Due to spacecraft disturbances these data are
highly disturbed, especially the data of the Lander magnetometer
ROMAP. Nevertheless these measurements could be used in con-
junction with theoretical studies, to derive upper limits for the
global magnetic properties of asteroid (21)Lutetia. The maximal
dipole moment could be set at 1.01012 A m2, the maximal global
magnetization at 2.1103 A/m, and the speciﬁc moment to
5.9107 A m2/kg. Due to the huge ﬂyby distance it is only
possible to provide estimates of these global magnetic properties.
Draping of the magnetic ﬁeld around the nucleus was sought,
but evidence for this could not be conﬁrmed as the signal to noise
ratio (due to the large distance concerned and the spacecraft
generated disturbances) was too low. The results obtained at
Lutetia were compared with the results of ﬂybys made at
different asteroids visited during recent space missions. Lutetia
is the largest asteroid considered.
Plasma simulations taking into account possible outgassing
and magnetization, predicted the presence of interesting struc-
tures close to the asteroid but these would not have been
detected at the large ﬂyby distance of 3120 km.Acknowledgments
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